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Apple macbook pro a1278 review

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Top critical reviews All critical reviews› rasit1.0 of 5 starsDescription &amp; Product Different / Defective ProductReviewed in the United Kingdom on 14 March 2019I receive today this item but I am very disappointed or may be you send me wrong MacBook.Product performance is not
appropriate. Item description: 1 apple macbook pro a1278 MD101 CORE I5 2.5GHZ, 16GB RAM, 500GB HDD, 13.3 SCREEN (Refurbished) First of all, the description on amazon website was not accurate vs product (which I got (320 GB HDD, 2.3 GHz) and see the item described is completely different.) Also very interesting other 2
points shows this item is definitely defective :1) Missing the 2 screws at the bottom.2) Element smells like naphthalene. And finally, I understand the refurbished one, but that means it's like a new one, right? This Mac battery gives you a service alert! This is unacceptable. Battery life is pretty bad. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its
affiliates 4.1★ 263 reviews &amp; 263 rating 5 ★ 163 4 ★ 38 3 ★ 15 2 ★ 8 1 ★ 39 Show 1-10 263 rating Sort By: Most Useful Latest Positive Reviews Negative Reviews Abhimanyuwal (December 1, 2013) the Flipkart I ordered on December 24 with a daily warranty and got it the next day for Christmas. A quick edit to the specifications:
The operating system offered mountain lion (10.8.3) no Lion (10.7) is a free upgrade to OS X Mavericks (10.9). User experience: All those Windows users are reluctant to switch and think That Apple is just another elite brand that is asking too much for a low specification laptop, try it only once. I guarantee you won't be disappointed with
the MacBook Pro. You have to use it to learn about this amazing piece of technology and you will surely appreciate and love it. Different from Windows: You can't really explain the depths that Apple differs from Windows laptops. You may have points for difference, it will tell you pros/cons, but once you start using it, you won't feel like
going back to Windows ever again. I can tell you this for sure from my experience as I've been using the MacBook Pro for the past 3 years and bought myself another Christmas. Just go for it. Is this assessment useful? Answer An Apple that matches the taste within reach.. Raj Martin Crove Yona (December 1, 2013) bought flipkarton
recently, not from India, but from Japan... The pricing that flipkart offers is quite cheap as the original price is around 90k. Well to say about the product, this is a 2012 no retina model which has an 8x superdrive and an ethernet port which is terribly useful for anyone. While the new models which have Retina showing neglect these ones
and are also priced heavy, so you have to get them externally with additional money which is wrong. Well, what is the use of laptops that are premium, do not have the necessary hardware? Everyone is so obsessed with it display because of the bright and striking screen, good processing speed, as they are based on flash storage, but
that beating the basic features like DVD drive and ethernet ports and battery life .... Its better to go with this model rather than choosing retina if money is a worry, but for all others who are easily in your pocket u can continue with the retina and of course buy additional external accessories from apple. Pros: * Strong and beautiful * Good
constant battery life( when I used it, it came up to more or less 6 hours of continuous use than watching videos and just browsing) * Trackpad is amazing. * Nice screen (although it's a non-retina model, good) * Good quality camera. Great for video chat. * Virus-free operating system (no need to worry about virus threats). * It is upgradable(
RAM, hard drive, etc. can be updated while the retina is not). * Stereo speakers are good, with a small amount of hung songs that are not heard on other laptops. * The headphone port supports the headset. (I tried my sony earphones with microphone which to my surprise worked and you can speak directly through the headset's
microphone). CONS: * Processing speed is average as what you would expect from an i5 with 4 gb RAM. * Graphics are mediocre, only medium-resolution games can be played because of Intel HD 4000 graphics, which has only 512 MB of memory( seriously no Gameboys). * The two USB 3.0 ports are due to one close to the other, you
can't use two devices at the same time unless you are very small without the body. * Bit bulky compared to retina models, but less so when compared to other brands. Other than these i have no concerns with the MBP and i truly love it. Finally, this is not for professionals( like video editors, etc.) who set to extract maximum performance
related to their work, but a good laptop for medium users and casual users( Students, etc.)... But it packs lots of features for which i am pleased.... They prove that (Apple) and this piece is worth every little bit of money and you will surely admire ............... Is this assessment useful? Reply Shaun M (October 1, 2013) from Flipkart looks
features &amp; Specifications Brilliant on this pricing &amp; more than you get on MACBOOK, anyway for me this laptop works out to be the best. and the specifications mentioned on the flipboard hardly matter... google and give you the exact configuration. This laptop is worth every penny you spend on it. Is this assessment useful?
Reply Siddarthan Nehru (August 1, 2013) about Flipkart has already mentioned the specification incorrectly, please do not change it or some customers may file a lawsuit against you, do not break the reputation of yourself. but this product is a great one, i have been using it for more than 1 year, great to use and love it. mac book buyers,
initially you will have to face some effort because everyone used narrow windows, but soon you will start hating windows, and love love great product. Is this assessment useful? Answer from Abhijoy Bhattacharya (May 1, 2014) on Flipkart I love this mac coz it's ultra fast and apple every year gives out free updates so instead of osx lion
my device runs the latest osx Mavericks!!!! :) Is this assessment useful? Answer Flipkart Customer (April 1, 2014) with Flipkart One of the best laptops I've ever seen with me now... thank you apple for this wonderful product. and please guys don't worry about software issues Mac software is available everywhere free and Mac already has
most of the stuff built in.... love this... Is this assessment useful? Answer from Sooraj Gambhire (February 1, 2014) the Flipkart Awesome n Epic Laptop n Apple is always the best, making it the really best product. Do you plan to buy a month Is this review useful? Answer of librarian (February 1, 2014) on Flipkart It just works awesome.
Apple's amazing product has everything you have to think about... If pricing is one thing that makes you over and over again, believe me once you have it, you wont expect the extra money to shed for this amazing beautiful machine. Is this assessment useful? Answer from Vikas Pandey (December 1, 2013) on Flipkart also do not know
where to start, but I would like to thank flipkart ........... nice product with good packaging I ordered on the 25th and on December 30 delivered to me this machine is so nice the best laptop I've ever used, just love !!!! Is this assessment useful? Answer Apple MacBook Pro Mac MD101HN / The laptop Abhishek Bansal (March 1, 2014) is
Flipkart's Excellent Machine, already in previous versions of the Macbook, with many improvements in this one in terms of battery life (so 6-7 hours as of now), speed and performance, handling and an excellent keyboard. Good delivery from WS Retail and flipkart. Highly recommended. Is this assessment useful? Answer When Apple
released the aluminum unibody MacBook in October 2008, the difference between the MacBook and MacBook Pro laptop lines narrowed to the point where people began to wonder if Apple would choose to merge the two lines into one. With the introduction of the new 13-inch MacBook Pro model (in two versions) -- and reconfiguring the
MacBook line to now be a single white 2.13GHz MacBook -- a clear difference between the two lines is back. Unveiled at Apple's annual Worldwide Developer's Conference, the new 13-inch MacBook Pro features three major differences of aluminum MacBooks that are now replaced. First, the new 13-inch laptops use a longer-lasting,
non-removable battery, similar to a first unveiled in the 17-inch MacBook Pro,Second, Apple restored the 13-incher's FireWire connectivity in the form of a single backwards-compatible FireWire 800 port. Hallelujah! And finally, the new 13-inch MacBook Pros now feature a Secure Digital (SD) memory opening. Having an internal SD card
reader is obviously useful for photographers and and whose cameras capture the popular SD format, but an SD card can also be used as a startup disk, as we checked: After using OS X Disk Utility, format and create the GUID partition on an 8GB card, we installed Leopard on the card and it worked as a startup disk. The new 13-inch
MacBook Pro is available in two standard configurations or models. The $1199 version has a 2.26GHz Core 2 Duo processor, 2GB of 1GHz (or 1066MHz) DDR3 RAM, and a 160GB 5400-rpm hard disk. The $1499 version features a 2.53GHz Core 2 Duo processor, 4GB of 1GHz (1066MHz) DDR3 RAM, and a 250GB 5400-rpm hard disk.
Both models ship the same nVidia GeForce 9400M graphics chip (which is used in the aluminum unibody MacBook) that divides 256MB of main memory. From the front, the new 13-inch MacBook Pros are nearly identical to the aluminum MacBooks they replace. The new laptops have the same precision aluminum unibody design as the



aluminum MacBook, with a bright wide-screen 1280 x 800 pixel display and an iSight camera locked behind a glass plate. Apple claims that improvements to the display and backlight have increased the color gamut by 60 percent. Unfortunately, these MacBook Pros don't have anti-glare screen options. On the left, the new MacBook Pros
have a MagSafe power connector, a gigabit ethernet port, a Mini DisplayPort, two USB 2.0 ports, the aforementioned FireWire 800 port (amen!), and SD card slot. The latter two additions come at the cost of separate audio and audio-out ports, which are referred to as a combined optical-digital output/headphone output port that can be
switched as an analog audio line-in (works with the Apple Stereo headset for the iPhone). Also, the Kensington lock slot moved to the right, alongside the slot-loading 8x SuperDrive.Running PC WorldBench 6, this high-end 13-inch model scored reasonable well, notching the 99 tests. This is a fairly handy amount compared to PC
competitors in the class. However, what kind of hit does it give over other MacBooks? Compared to each other, the new 2.53GHz MacBook Pro is just over 12 percent faster overall than the 2.26GHz MacBook Pro. The 2.53GHz laptop is about 21 percent faster in Photoshop and Cinema 4D. Some of this difference in performance is due
to additional RAM in the 2.53 GHz system; to quantify the difference, MacWorld matched the playing field by adding 2GB of memory to the 2.26GHz model, making it up to 4GB, which is the standard configuration for the 2.53GHz version. Most MacWorld tests, which run one at a time, don't benefit much from additional RAM, and the
underwhelming two-point improvement in the Speedmark score bears that out. The biggest performance difference with additional RAM is Photoshop suite time, which is about 10 percent 2.26 GHz MacBook Pro score. The new new 2.26 GHz MacBook Pro is the last aluminum 13-inch 2GHz MacBook, we see that the 2.26 GHz MacBook
Pro is about 12 percent faster overall, with speed improvements across the board. Looking at performance differences between the new 13-inch 2.26GHz MacBook Pro and the lowest-priced on Mac laptop, the $999 2.13GHz white MacBook, we find a Speed speed improvement of 7.5 percent with the 2.26GHz MacBook Pro. The
2.26GHz model also had better body rate in 3D games, thanks to the faster memory that the MacBook Pro uses; the white MacBook has 800 MHz DDR2 memory, while the 2.26GHz MacBook Pro uses 1066 MHz DDR3 RAM. The most interesting benchmark comparison is between the 13-inch 2.53GHz MacBook Pro and the 15-inch
2.53GHz MacBook Pro. These laptops had a less than 1 percent difference in Speedmark scores, and the specifications were nearly identical. The $200 price difference between the two buys only buys an additional 2 cm diagonal screen property. You can't replace the new built-in lithium-polymer battery, but apple is hoping it never has to
- as tests show that the new battery takes longer for a charge than the removable battery found in the previous generation MacBooks.In Macworld battery life test, we play a continuous loop of film ripped from a DVD and saved to the internal hard drive. The movie is played full screen and at full brightness, the keyboard illumination is
completely off and the AirPort is turned off. The new 13-inch MacBooks last about 48 minutes longer than the older aluminum MacBook, and about 10 minutes longer than the current 2.13GHz white MacBook. If you compare the battery life of the 13-inch MacBook Pro to its 15-inch siblings, you'll find that larger batteries in 15-inch models
give your laptop 30 minutes more playback power. Running pc world battery tests, we only managed to squeeze 3 hours, 50 minutes out of the high-end 13-incher. The new 13-inch MacBook Pro models can handle up to 8GB of memory. To upgrade the RAM in the 2.26GHz model, which comes with just 2GB of RAM in its standard
configuration, Apple charges an extra $100 for 4GB (a pair of 2GB elements) and $1100 for 8GB (a pair of 4GB elements). The 2.53GHz model, which ships with 4GB of RAM, can be purchased with the optional 8GB of memory for an additional $1000. Third-party companies will sell compatible memory for less; OWC, for example, sells
an 8GB store for $635, but you have to install the RAM yourself. Unfortunately, Apple won't sell the MacBook Pro without RAM, or even allow you to configure a 2.53GHz laptop with less than 4GB, so if you decide to use post-market memory, that in the end, you will replace the inventory memory with the update and get two extra RAM.
OWC has a memory trading program that helps offset the cost of the upgrade a bit. You can also set the Pro another hard drive. For an additional $50, you can outfit the 2.26GHz model with a 250GB hard drive. A 320GB drive is $100, and a 500GB drive costs $200. (All hard disk updates spin at 5400 rpm.) Apple also offers two Non-
Cluster State drive (SSD) options and charges $400 for a 128GB SSD or $850 for a 256GB SSD. Each option costs $50 less for the 2.56GHz model. Processor updates are not optional on the 13-inch MacBook Pro, and Apple only offers optional 7200-rpm hard drives on 15- and 17-inch Macbook Pro models. Apple believes that memory
and hard drive are user-serviceable components, so there's nothing to stop you from buying one from a third party and installing it yourself. At a lower price, the return of FireWire (woo-hoo!), a nicer display, and a new built-in SD card slot that can be launched, the newest member of the MacBook Pro is making its impressive debut. But
back and we'll update this story with a full review as soon as we get the results from the PC World Test Center.--James Galbraith This story, MacBook Pro A1278 (13-inch) originally appeared on Macworld. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the link in our articles, you can earn a small commission. For more details, please refer to
our affiliate link guidelines. Details.
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